Eclipse Automotive IWG Telco 08.08.2012 WP5

Oscar Slotosch, Validas
Oliver Lobisch, Continental

Minutes of Meeting

Demonstrator:
- Experiences with Demonstrator
- Server is running, Git & Gerrit ware working together
- Presentation to be prepared for an upcoming meeting (after vacation) by Oscar Slotosch

Crystal Project
- Currently no reaction of Project Leader
- Is expected after the 13th of August (due to vacation)
- Cooperation with French partners difficult, due to structure of project
- Maybe other ITEA 2 Project (ModelWriter), to be discussed in September
- Conti has interest in participating in a tool qualification project

Next steps:
- Get Decision from CRYSTAL Founding in Germany (Prof. Damm): Slotosch/Lobisch

Activities until the next meeting

Information can be found under: http://wiki.eclipse.org/Auto_IWG_WP5

Next Telco will be organized Mario Driussi on the 22th of August 2012 1pm